Thc rclationship bctwccn lcaky surface acoustic wave (SAW) branches and acoustic axes for bulk waves is studcd in the case of trigonal crystals. Three Qpcs of inclinations of acoustic ayes are considered: 1) ayes lying in the mirror planes of acoustic properties. oblique to the Z axis. 2) axes oblique to the mirror planes. 3) inclinated ases with respect to the boundary plane of the crystals. A new leaky SAW branch is found on the X cut of q u a r t z . 'Ilus branch is coupled with an acoustic axis lying in the boundary plane at an angle of about 66.3' from the Z axis. The other border of its existence region is determined by an acoustic axis oblique to the mirror planes. The theory by Khatkecich (1962) of acoustic axes of general position is revised and the results for trigonal crystals are corrected. It is shown that the relationship under study still holds when small deviations from the boundary plane are introduccd in the acoustic axes. Howcvcr. the permissible angles of deviation arc smaller. as a rule. than the angles e.qected when the degeneracy solution is interpreted in terms of a bulkwave-reflection problem.
INTRODUCTION
Leaky surface acoustic waves (SAWs) may be preferable to normal (non-attenuating) SAWs for device applications in specific cases when they have a higher electromechanical coupling coefficient or better thermal stability. The higher phase velocity of leaky SAWs is an additional advantage for high-frequency applications. However, the computational search for leaky SAWs in crystals involves the difficulties caused by restrictions on their existence region and a wide mnge of probable complex values of the wave number.
The direct relationship between leaky SAW branches and acoustic axes (drections along which phase velocities coincide) for bulk acoustic waves in crystals has been recently indentified and explained by us [ 1.21. In parti cul ar. new leaky SAW branches coupled with the acoustic a~s coincident with the Z-axis of trigonal crystals have been found in berlinite and langasite. The objective of the present paper is to study the possibilty of using the oblique acoustic axes as reference points to search for new lealq SAW branches in trigonal crystals. We restrict our study to the case of trigonal crystals since they are the main substrate materials for SAW devices. The term "oblique axes" is used here in three Merent senses.
Firstly, we consider leaky SAW branches coupled with acoustic axes oblique to the Z-axis when these axes lie in a symmetry plane of elastic properties 'of the crystal. 
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Leaky SAWs on the EZ plane of quartz coupled with such an asis are found at the azimuthal angle about 66.3" from the Z-axis. Secondly. we study acoustic axes of general position which are oblique to qmmetry planes. The praious statement on the abscncc of such axes in trigonal crystals [3] . as we show. is incorrcct. Correct equations for angles determining directions of acoustic axes oblique to symmety planes are derived. Such oblique acoustic ases and associatcd leaky SAW branches are present in berlinite and quartz. Thirdly. the possibility of a relationship between leaky SAW branches and acoustic axes deviating from the boundan plane is esamined.
LEAKY WAVES ON X-CUT QUARTZ
Quartz is a standard piezoelectric material for surface acoustic waves. It has been widely used both in ultrasonic devices and in physical investigations for many years. The S cut of quartz is one of the most Escludmg R. from these equations.
we obtain two condtions derived by Khatke\ich [3] Analysing these equations. Khatkaich concluded that all the acoustic axes in trigonal crystals lie only in a symmetry plane. that their number is 4 or 10. and that previous numerical data for quartz available in the literature [IO] oblique acoustic axes should also esist in litfuum niobate when v, = -21.40'. 0 = 55.60". However. numerical calculations of phasc \.elocitics of bulk ~va\'cs in this cestal taking into account piezoelectrici& reveal a small but finite spacing behveen two sheets of the slowness surface rather than their contact in the correspondng cone of directions. Thus piezoclcctrici& has a pronounced effect on the csistcncc of acoustic axes in this special case.
The oblique acoustic axis in quartz has bccn uscd to find an associatcd leaky SAW branch (Fig. 2) . The orientation of cut and the propagation dxection are defined by the Euler angles (109.6361'--26,5870'. x). The acoustic axis is in the boundar?; plane at x = 90'. At the termination of the leaky SAW branch. x = 99.49". there is a degeneracy of leaky mode associated with an acoustic axis slightly tilted to the bulk
ACOUSTIC AXES OUT OF THE BOUNDARY

PLANE
Two configurations suitable to search for le* SAWS with the aid of acoustic axes have been found in Ref. [l] . For one of them an acoustic asis should be in the plane of the surface. For the other an acoustic axis lying in the sagittal plane is drected into the bulk and one of the bulk waves propagating along it should simultaneously be a limiting wave (erroneously called exceptional wave in Ref. [l l) . The interpretation of thc degeneracy solution as a solution of a bulk-wavcreflection problem allows us to propose that all the orientations of acoustic axes confined between the two previously specified dxections are permissible. To test this hypothesis. we have investigated some cuts of different crystals like berlinite. langasitc. and potassium niobate. In all the cases studied it is possible to tilt acoustic ityes into the bulk and still maintain their coupling with the leaky SAW branch The maximum angle of deviation corresponds to the case when one of The slowness-surface cross-section under consideration coincides practically with the I'Z plane. Nevertheless. a small deviation from this plane is required to transform the degeneracy solution into lealq SAWs. Due to this small daiation the direction mentioned as acoustic axis in Fig. 3 
